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CYGLOTRON VACUUM SYSTEM GHAACThRISTICS 

IIT]uDUCTI ON 

The oeratiDn of high energy tarticle nechine 

de;ends in wart upan 3btaining low pressures in the 

acce1erttirig chamber. Ga m3lecules, i3nized and neutral, 
enter the accelerating chamber cntinua1ly thrui the ion 

source and al3 from email 1eak, real and virtual, which 

are inherent to all vacuum systemß. This results in a 

dynamical system. It is thereíore essential to have the 
vacuum pumps operate at maximum pumping speeds in arder to 
obtain low pre8sure. This thesis was undertaken to deter- 
mine and discuss the chìracteristice of tie vacuum system 

of the )regon State College cyclotrDn, including the design 
of the systemand the necessary pressure and pumpir speed 

measuring instruinte. The results will be presented in 
the form of relations between input power to the pumps and 

ult1nwte oressure, irirut cower and punming speed, leak rate 
arid high vacuum, and leac rate and fore pressure. 
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THE ViCUtJM SYSTEM 

The vacuum yRtern f the OregQn State cyc1tr3n is an 

i11 metal system capable 3f pr3ducing preasures 3f the 

order 31 mm f mercury. The enclosed volume, not In- 

eluding the diffusion pump is 1,750 liters; including the 

dIffu.ion pum, 2,077 liters. These quantities were deter- 

mined by celculatlons from measurements of the respective 

sectIons and because of the irregular shapes of several of 

the sections, values of the quantities must be regarded as 

a)roximations. In describing the individual parts of the 

system, the oi'der of the described parts will be In the 

order of their occurence, starting from the exhaust ayster, 

exbu.sting to atmospheric nreseure, and proceeding to the 

dee chamber. Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing. 

Pumps fr the production of low pressures may be 

divided Into tvìo classes; (a) those which exha ' st to 

atmospheric ureesure, usully mechanical pumps, and (b) 

those which exbaust to a low :)ressure and operate only 

below a certain limiting pressure, always vapor pumps. To 

produce the required pumping eeeds ad vacuum for the 

operation of the cyclotron, both classes of pumps are 

connected in series, The exhaust pumps, hereafter referred 

to as fore pumps, consIst of two icmnney, iodel US D-6811, 

mechanical punip each having a displacement of 1,325.2 

liters 'er minuto at 360 R.P.M. ocony, DTE medium oil 
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le beirig ueed a lubricating and sealing oil In these tumpe. 

ressure5 as low rs 20 microns are obtainable with these 

pumps. Although the pumping speeds of these pumps are n3t 

measured, it was cbserved that tue fore pressure Increased 
only several microns when a leak far exceeding that which 

Will result from the use of the cyclotron ion source was 

introduced. This observation IB an asurane that the 

pumping speed of either fore pump exceeds the mínImurn re- 

quirement by a substantial rnarin. 

Traps to collect any foreign ntter getting into the 

vacuum lines are installed immediately above the inlets to 

the fore pumps, Connected by flanges to the traps are l-1/2 

inch vacuum valves. These vz1ves are used to isolate the 

fore pumps from the coxiplete system to facilitate testing 

and rep;irs on the pumps. The spaces required for these 

valves are such that they can be replaced by larger valves 
if at some later date it is found desiraule. 

Seams-welded 4-inch steel tubes, referred to as vacuum 

lines, connect the f-re pumps to the diffusion pume. The 

flanges used to make connections are 8-inch, 4-bolt flanges, 

sealed with 1/4-inch neoprene gaskets, positioned by a 

circular groove cut In one of the flange surfaces. In order 

to make it possible for either or both fore pumps to be used 

with the diffusion punips, or rough pump the complete system, 

three vacuum valves a re arranged in the vacuum lines in the 



manner shown in Pigure i. Crane, -1/2 inch, Y-pattern 
diaphrigin va1ve, Nz. 111, flanged, with neoprene dit- 

phragm nd dick inserte are ueed fDr this purpose. 
The low pressures are produced by a westinghouse, 

20-inch, two-stage oil diffusion pump, exhausted by an 

8-inch two-atae oil diffusion pump. Littons .olecular 
LubrjcEnt C oil was used in both PUmPS. The 20-inch pump 

requires 5 quarts of oil and the 8-inch pump requires 
7/8 quart. The oil boilers are coìnected by a 3/4 inch 
pipe, which results in what is eì eitia1ly a common oil 
supply for both pumps. To reduce migration of oil vapor, 
a four-plate collector balfie is placed in the inlet of 

the 20-inch pump, as shown In Figure 1. Both collector 
baffle and pump barrels are cooled by a cormnon line. 

18 a safety device aguinet oil migration in the event 
of fore pump or cooling system failure and also to rake It 
possible to Isolate the diffusion pumps from the vacuum 

chamber, a 20-inch pneumatic dic valve i installed on the 
Intake. The eealin oli. used In the Wilson seal, sealing 
the actuating shaft, is Littons Molecular C oil. Fr the 
purpose of alignment with the transition section, the valve 
18 mounted on a movable base. The base also supports the 

diffu8ion pumps and the wanlfold, s essentially the high 
vacuum part of the system, other than the dee chamber arid 

transiti-n section, is supported by this base. The exhaust 



llne2 connect to this rt f the eyste with 8lidin. seals 

llow1ng eeveral inches f adjustment. 

i manifold connects the pneumatic valve with the tran- 

sition section. To acquire a minimum pressure drop across 

this section the manifold was rrde 4 inches in diameter. 

Three sections, far1cated from 1/4 inch i\ ? TLì (spec.) 

boiler plate, were welded tDgether after being placed in 

position, to facilitate the alignment of tbe manifolds' 

sealing surfaces with those of the pneumatic valve and 

transi tion. 
The transition section, connecting the manifold and 

dee chaiiber and also admitting the dee stems, i made frDm 

one inch, 6060-T6 aluminum, welded with a heu-arc ty1e 

welder. 

Next in line and the final component of the system i8 

the dee chamber. The dee chamber is constructed on n 

aluminum frame with machined surfaceB for se3ling the dee 

coverß arid various side plates, which will eventually be 

replaced by a beam deflector section, ion source, and a 

target chamber. Ìll jDinting sections are sealed with 

square neoprene gaskets. Some were greased with high 

vacuum grease and some aere not, so no conclusion can be 

drawn as to hich method is most effective. 
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THEORY 

A vacuum i a device that uses external power t 
set up a flow 3f :ae in the vacuum ;ystenì. The 1wer 
limit of re$ßure which may 'be attained in a c139ed ves2el 
with rîot types í' pumpe depende t a large extent u the 
exhaust nre3sure used. This i8 usually duc to leakae 
thr3ugh the pump. Fr the vapor purps, there is theoreti- 
cally n lower limit to the pressure which ny be attained 
(except that set by the pressure of the vapor itself) 
(7, p. 1060). 

T better establish the terms used in describing the 
characteristie2, a brieí description of the working 

mechanism of a diffualon punp will be given, alone with 
units and definitions. in this paper all equati3t]u are 
given in units of either the egs or the metric labor&itory 
system. I!i both these systes pressure is measured in 
microns i millimeters of mercury and volume in liters. 

diffusion pump usually consists of tw or more oil 
vapor jets arranged in series and designed to compress 
gases from a high vacuum to a moderate vacuum, thus permit- 
1; a mechanical pump or other &uitab1e fore punip to corn- 

plete compression to atmospheric pressure. The diffusion 
pump illustrated in Figure 1 la a typical 2-staue pump. 

The two vapor jets are fed from a common electrically- 
heated boiler. coolirì; coil le sDldered on the pump 



casing t provide fDr cndernatin of the vapr jets as 

they strike the walls. TLie vapor Jete leave the nzzzle 

with a :peed acquired from temperatures of the oil in the 

oiler of over 200° C. (4, p.76). 'urnpin; action occurs 

aß a result of random thermal migration of gases luto the 

fringes of the vapDr jet, where the mean free path is such 

that tìe gas molecules travel an appreciable aìstance 

through the jet before they suffer collision vith vapor 

molecules, When auch collision takes place, the g.s nole- 

cules have petietrated deep enough into the vapor stream and 

are trapì:ed by the vapor. As the vapor stream reaches the 

wall and condernes theeDl1, the trapped gas molecules are 

directed toward the second jet by virtue of the velocity 

cc»nponent imparted by the vapor stream in that direction. 

Gas molecules aroaching the var stream from the under 
side are likewise trapped and directed back to the space 

ìelor the jet, the pressure of tue vapor near the axis of 

the jet stream being such that only a negligible number of 

gas molecules can travel through the jet without suffering 

a collision. The boiler Pressmn'e in a diffusion pump is 

uaually in the order of i mm. (4, p. 72). It is therefore 

qui e comiion that the pressure in the vapor jet may he 

several decades higher than the pressre of the gases above 

or below the jet. This is particularly true for conditions 

in the vicinity of the t-p jet where the inlet pressure may 

be as low as 10_6 or l0 mm. The pumping action of a given 
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jet is maintained 80 1n a8 the fore preesure (i.e. the 

ures2ure dwnetrem f the jet) le l3wer than that rec:uired 

tD beat through the vapr stream ad permit cornniunicati n 

throiih the v'r etream in the upetream directi3n. Thie 

niaximtui fore pressure i greater the smaller the diutance 

between the jet nzz1e and the casing, and the m3re nearly 

tiie direction Df the vapDr ulo confDriae t3 the axle f the 

pump. un the other hand, t-ìe maximum rate f g entrain- 

ment by the vapor atream, siice it depende on the rate of 

migration of g.:;tß rioleculee into the vor etreaxn, is 

dependent on the adxxiittance area of the jet, It follows, 

therefore, that for given boiler uresure, n high soeed 

jet is of necessity one of lo fore Dressure tolerance and 

a high fore pressure jet 18 one of low speed. 

3ince the major portion of latent heat supplied at the 

oíler is given off at the condensing surface, a device of 

this type will have a very low thermodynamic efficiency. 

The input pDer required fr attaining a desired pumping 

speed, with large diffusion pumps, deends on the condition 

under which they are installed and the amount of insulation 

around the bttom of the pump, For this reason the effec- 

tiveneas of a diffusion pump is rated as a ratio, called 

the Ho coefficient or soeed factor (5, p, 386) rather than 

input power vs. pumping speed. 

The coefficient is defined as the ratio of tne 

measured pumping speed to the theoretical pumping speed. 
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(2, p. 168). The theoretical value is defined as the volume 

of gas that would pase the annular aperture, between the 

jacket and the upper nozzle, per unit time in one direction 
if the gas were in equilibrium. 

The total number of molecules of a s, at rest as a 

whole, crossing unit area per second in ont direction is 

given by the relation, (6, pp. 61-63), 

n V 

where V denotes the mean molecular seed and n the number 

of molecules ;r unit volume. The vlui which atri kces 

unit area per unit time le given by the relation 
F g : _ ì 

n 2ff/ 
where T denotes absolute temperature and R is the gas 

constant for a gram of gas and equals R/m, were R is 

the universal gas constant and m the molecular weight. 

3ubstituting these into the above relation, F 

Therefore F is independent of the pressure, but varies with 

( T/m). Por terperature of 250 C. above the first no2zle 

of the nump, F = 75.29 liters/sec-in2 or P s 11.67 liters/ 

se e -cm2. 

The cyclotron diffusion pump, at the top nzz1e, has 

a jacket diaLúeter of O inches and a top nozzle diameter 

of 12 Inches. This gives an annular aperture of 201 sq. 

in. If this area were to ooen into a perfect vacuum, the 

number of molecules isapearing into it at rom tempera- 

ture ould amount to about 75.29 1iters/sec-s.in., as 
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shown above. The theoretically perfect pump would remove 

about 15,133 1iter/sec. me ratio of the measured pumping 

speed to the above calculated theoreticLJ. value would give 

the Ho coefficient or speed factor, For the best pumps 

this has a value a;proaching 0.4. (4, p. 72). 

The pumping s;eed of a vacuum pump is defined in 

several ways, but the simplest definition will be used, 

follwin (jaede: The speed 3 of a pump at pressure P Is 

the volume of gas removed from the system r unit time, 

measured at the pressure 2. Su pose tuis vacuum system to 

be in ecui1ibrium and at a uniform temperature. A quantity 

: pV measures tbe flow where V' is the v,1ume of gas 

flowing across any lane in the system por unit time and 2 

is the preisure in that plane. Then by the above defini- 

tions S u the volume flow through the throat of the 

pump. Since PV' 

P 

The flow Q can be mea8ured at any plane of the syten, 

but the t)reseure P iB tO be measured at the inlet to the 

Pump. There Is no real distinction between S and V' as 

used hero, the symbol V' is used when referring to pumping 

action. umping speed may be looked upon as the ability 

of the system to remove gas and always implies an external 

source of power. 

There are certain processes in the pump that set a 
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limit below which the ytem c cflot be evacuated. In a 

rueebanic1 pump a certain amount of gas is returned to the 

yetem each cycle, 3wirg to the fact that oil which haa 

been exposed to the atmoaphere i carried tround by the 

cylinder to the vacuum region and that some diso1ved gas 

escapes. This gas 1 being returned to the system at some 

fixed rate independent of .. In a diffusion pump, oil 

that has been exposed to the backing pressure is returned 

to the system and there some of the diso1ved gas may 

eseCri e0 In both cases there is the equivalent of some 

small fixed leak %, but any real pump may very well have 

a sra1l ìeai real or virtual, the ei. feat of which i larger 

than that 3f the dissolved gas. Thus regardless of the 

actual process, any real pump may be considered as a device 

with a fixed leak Q and a fixed pumping speed S. Then 

the net removal of gas from the system is 

- sP (i- S!4 
sp± 

The limiting pressure i is reached when (. equals zero and 

hence Q % P. 3etting S a Q/ the equation becomes 

S a (1 - 

Here S is the effective pumping speed at pressure 2 of s 

pump of speed S whose base pressure is 2. 

It follows from the equation for S that the gas being 

removed from the system by the pump at the operating 

-ressure i: 
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Q J?B w Sp {Pi?ø) 

Now if a known leak V'a 1atm i introduced, where 

is the metered volumetric flow into the new leak 

measured at atii,suheric preure t' then the resure 
will rise by an amount I2 and the pumi will be removing 

from the system an amount of gas Q+Ç S 2 ») 

Subtracting Q : S (2 -P0) from thïs equation and using 

i V'atm ?atm results in the relation 

(, A') tT T) i;)pi4 V atm ratm 

or S z YLlt]9 atm 

This gives the puiiming snoed in terrn of the ïressure rise 
¿ 

) due to the metered leak V'atrn measured at atmospherl c 

uressure atm. This method is known as the metered-leak 

method and requires a flow meter for measuring V'atm and u 

pressure gauge for measuringAP. The preseure gauge does 

not need a known zero 'oint. 

inother way of measuring the pumping speed is known 

as the rute-of-evacuatjon methcd.. It requires a known 

volume which i large coniiared to the speed o the pump, 

so that the evacuation is slow. The available volume was 

relatively small and the shape such that the volume could 

not be accurately calculated, so this method was not used. 
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INSTRU1&ENTTI ON 

The iot ractical way of' measuring the pumping 8 peed 

of this vacuum system was the metered1ea.r< method. i- 

metered leak was Introduced into the system and the chan:e 

in pressuie for differetit leak rates was measured. 

The method used to measure the pumping sieed required 

that the leak be measured acc»rate1y. Measuring the leak 

( Vatm) was accomr)lished with a mercury pellet flowmeter, 

shown in Figure 2. The rate of flow was determined by 

observing the time required for the mercury pellet to move 

a marked distance along the capillary tube. Thi distance 

reoresented a known volume. T measure the volume between 

the marks on the capillary tube, a column of mercury of 

known volume was injected Into the caolllary tube and the 

ends of the column marked, This mercury had been weighed 

carefully before injection, and the volume calculated. The 

volume was measured to be 2 cm3, 

The essential part of the meter was blown from a 3 mm 

internal diameter glass tube. In flow meter of this type 

it ja desirable to reduce to a minimum the resistance the 

mercury ellet exer1ences in moving through the capillary. 

rNo :recautjons were taken: (i) Selecting a tube with a 

smooth uniform bore, and (2) cleaning the inside of the 

blown meter carefully. Newly distilled mercury was then 

used. 
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Two adjusting mechanisms were required for 3ptiniuin 

oeration f the flow meter; (1) otie to adju8t the level of 

the mercury, nd (2) the 3ther t adjust tbe angle the 

c:;4piiïary tube rLlade with the horiz3ntal. A cork plunger 

MAC used to adjust the mercury level and two leveling 

ecrew8 in the base oí ti i e stand were used to adjuet the 

angle the capillary tube made :ith the horizontal. ifter 
adjusting the angle, the pellet eize could be changed by 

moving the cork plunger up or dvr. A mercury pellet 1.5 

cm in length s found t result in the beat operation, 

with the outlet end of the capill:ry tube rai$ed above 

the inlet end, making an angle of 0.4 degree with the 

horizontal. The pellet entering at the inlet end closed 

the cpiilary before the previous pellet allowed the 

capi1lry to be opened at the outlet end, king it 
ose1b1e to measure the tta1 flow as well a the rate of 

flow, The usable range Df the flow reter Was from .25 cm3/ 

min. to 25 czn3/min. TD trap any cDndeneable vapor that 

might enter the vacuum. system through the leak, dry ice and 

acetone cold tra were placed on the inlet and outlet 

8ides of the flow meter. The leak rate was regulated with 

a needle valve as shwn in Figure 2. 
- -6 In the range 10 to 10 n Hg the cressure was 

mea8ured with an ion gauge. The ion gauge tube contains 

filament that emits electrons, a grid that serves as an 
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anode, and a plate that collects ositive ions formed by the 

bombardment of the residual gasee by electrons flowing from 

the filament to the grid. When the electron current and the 

electrode potentials are maintained constant, the relation 

between presetire and ion current ie sufficiently linear for 

practical measurement of pressure. 

The ionization gauge tube used was a Consolidated 

Vacuum Corporation VG.1A and was controlled with a iodel 

600 ion-gauge control circuit (shown in Figure 3). Essen- 

tially four functions are performed by the circuit; (1) 

maintaining a constant electron current between the fila- 
ment nd grid; (2) providing a means oi reading the ion 

current collected by the niate; (3) providing a means of 

outgassing the grid; and (4) pi. ' oviding a safety cut-off 
if the ressure should rise high enough to damage the fila- 
ment. i detailed description of the function of the dr- 

cuit can be found elsewhere (3, pp. 396-400). !t good 

average value for te sensitivity of the VG-lA ionization 

gauge tube for air at reseures below one micron is 100 

microamperes per micron (1, p. 1). 
The location of the ion tube In the system is shown 

In Pipure 1. To reduce the migration of the diffusion oil 
Into the Ion tube and hence reduce the contamination of 

the ion tube, a copper foi], trap was inserted aß is shown 

in Figure 4. 

The ion tube used to measure the aressire at the intake 
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of the diffusion pwnp cQuld not be or)erated at )re83ure8 

above 10 nmi Hg makin, it necessary tz have another type 

of gauge at this 1cation in the eyateni to epan the range 

fr3rn io2 t3 10 mm Hg. A irani gauge, located ae 

shown in Figure 1, was used to caver thi8 range of 

pressures, The circuit diagram is shown in Figuro 5. This 

vacuum gauge denends on the variation 3f the thermal conduc- 

tivity of rari.fied gs with pressure. Â fine wire with a 

high temperature coefficient of resiatance, exsed to th 

vacuum, is heated by rn electric current. i\s the pressure 

decreases the thermal conductivity of te gas decreases 

causing th temperature ol the wire to increase resulting 

in an increase in resistance. The fine wire forms one 

arm 0± a \heatatone bridge, which is balanced while the 

wire is under a high vacuum. The unbalanced current of 

the bridge is then taken aß an index of the pressure. 

Because the :irani gauge was used only to indicate when 

the )re$8ure was low enougì to start the ion gauge, no 

data was recorded from the tube. 

As previously mentioned, the oumpin. s'eeds of the 

fore pumps were not measured, but the pressure in the 

fore pump lines was measured and recorded along with the 

pumping speed data as an assurance that the speeds of the 

fore pumps were sufficient. These measurements were nade 

with National Research Corporation i.odel 501 thermocouple 

gauges and the circuit shown in Figure 6. This gauge, 
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like the Irani gauge, de'.nd on the vnriition of the 

thermal conductivity of the rarified gas with pressure. 

In the thermocouple gauge the change iii temperature of 

the wire with a chcnge in pressure, varies the ernf produced 

by the sensitive thermocouple, fastened to the wire, which 

je taken as u index of the pressure. The urpoee of these 

gauges was to indicate the change in pressure as the leak 

was increased rather than the actual pressure at tbe exhaust 

port of the diffusion pump, therefore the difference in 

pressure between the exhaust port and the location of the 

gauges was of no imaortance. Figure 16 shows the fore 

pressure plotted against the leak. 

The temperature of the oil in the 20 in. diffusion 

pump boiler was measured with an alumel-chromel thermo- 

couple using the potentioneter circuit hwn in Figure '7. 

The calibration curve, for the reference junction maintained 

at 00 C., is shown on Figure 8. It was more ractical to 

correct for th.e reference junction temperature, when ußlng 

the thermocouple to measure the diffusion pump oil tempera- 

ture, than maIntain the reference junction at ° C., so 

this method was used. 

A U-tube enters the pump jackets below the surface of 

the oil and extends Into the central chimney. The tuerruo- 

couple for measuring oil temerature was positioned in t1 
tube so that the meaerrIng junction was peition In the 
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(Although riot shown, a protective resistance 
was in series with standard cell) 
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center ectin Df the pump and insu1atior pac±ced r3und it 
at the inlet f the tube. N3 attempt was rnade t check the 

temperature in tber ecti3ns 3f the pump. The placement 

of the thermocouple i shown in Figure 1. 

A power-control capable of delivering currents at 
voltages apprDr1ate to the heating units involved aiid con- 

tiuuously variable from zero to the maximum values used, 

along with instruments used for mea.iring the power are 
shwn in Figure 9. Three phase power was u8ed in th 20-in. 
pur:ip heater eystem and was measured with a three-phase 
analyzer. (Weetinghoue, type TA, Industrial Analyzer) 

The voltage across the heating elemente was varied by 

Ilieans of a three-phase wyc adjustable transformer. Single 
phase power furnished the energy to the e-in. pump heater 
and was measured with an ammeter and voltmeter. The :)ower 

factor in this circuit was checked with an analyzer and 

found to be, iThr all practical purposes, unity. in adjust- 

able transforruer wee ued to vary the voltage acroee the 
heater elements. 
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S UB1MbNTb 

The location of the leak and the size and shape of 

the teat dome have an effect on tkìe meaeured pumping epeed 

when the rìietered-1eit& method 1 used. Differenceß of as 

much as 25 per cent in measured epeed, cau8ed by chtng1ng 

the direction of the introduced leak, have been noted by 

other wDrkers (4, p. 94). To simulate as closely a 

pobeible during teeting, the condltion8 under vhich the 

pump wil]. be used and yet not use the complete system, the 

manifold was removed and replaced by a steel plate and the 

leak was introduced through the roughing uort in the disk 

valve. How much this arrangement affected the measured 

sneed is not knn, but because the min interest was to 

attain a relationship between the heater power and the 

speed, resulting in a maximum speed, this factor was not 

consi dered. 

Before any data was taken the aytem was allowed to 

outgas for a week. It was observed, after the outgaeulng 

reriod, that the pressure still varitd with the room 

temperature. To investigate roughly the effect of the 

temperature change, the biiding heating syste. was used 

to vary the room temperature. The temperature of the disk 

valve was determined approximately by taping mercury ther- 

mometera to the walls of the valve. Figure 11 shows the 

pressure versus valve tenrerature curve. It was assumed 



C, 

thEt the change in pressure waa due to outgassin., of the 

valve walls as the ternerature ws increaaed. Becue the 

introduced leak allowed reabeorption of gas by the nìails, a 

condition independent of temperture could not be assured. 

To be confident that the change in ;resaure was due to the 

change in leak rate only, the temperature of the disk valve 

was ,intained constant at 25 degrees centigrade. 

The walls of diffusion pumps must be cooled in order 

to condense the oil and thereby keep the pree2ure below 

the jets as low as possible. Cooling of the jacket in the 

region of impingement of the top jet should be such as to 

produce a tem'erature as close to that of the pour point 

(temperature at which oil will not pour from a specified 

tube when inverted) of the oil as possible since the ulti- 

mite vacuum obtained definitely depends on the VapoX 

nressure f the ai]. in this region, as does also the oil 

migration back into the vacuum chamber (4, p. 73). If the 

temperature of the cooling jacket i below the pour point 

of the ou., migration of the oil b:ck into the boiler will 

not take place. Because of lack of time and suitable 

temperature regulation, no investigation was made of the 

relation between cooling water temperature nd ultimate 

vacuum, although an attempt was made to use the heat 

exchangers to cool the water. During the heat of the day, 

in the summer months, minimum water temperatures, using 

heat exchangers, ria e as hiph as 300 C. It was found that 



the diffusion pumps wu1d n 13ner pump with such co1ing 

temeratures iin1es much rnre power wa sup1iec1 to the 

boilere, With the arrangement used at the tflne, nt enough 

power wa available to collect any data in thie region, but 

it was apparent, that the heat exchangers in their present 

arrangement would not c'ol sufficiently during this time of 

the year t be used to furnish cooling water to the urnps 

without additional heater power. vater from the City water 

line was used fDr cooling and maintained an input tempera- 

ture from 170 G. to 20 C. 

The flov of water in the cooling system was held 

constant at 1,30 gal,/min. during the measurements. 

Figure 10 shows the flow ol water through various p:rts 

of the vacuum system as a function of the line pressure. 

The 20-in. and 8-in. pumps, and the collector baffle lines 

were in series during measurements. Pigre 12 shows the 

temperature díffereìce between the inlet and outlet water 

lines as a runction Dl the total heater power. knong the 

flow rate, the exoected temierature rise across the cooling 

system can be calculated from the curve. The flow was 

mea8Ared by observing the time required for b gUons of 

water to flow from the outlet. Mercury thermometers placed 

in blase tibes, in the inlet and outlet lines, were used 

to read the temperatures at the respective locations. 

PS previously mentioned, only the te perature OP the 

3i1 in the 20-in. pusiap was measured. The 20-in. diffusion 
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pump started pumping when the oli temperature reached 2260 

C., which represented a ío'er input of about 4,200 watts. 
The oil temperature s.s a function of the input power is 
ahown in Figure 13. 

At some nozzle pressure, which deends on the heater 
power, a diffusion pump produces a minimum pressure in a 

closed system. To investigate this characteristic and 

also the effect that the booster pump Input power bad on 

the ultimate low pressure, a series of curves eho ing the 
inverse of the pressure plotted against 20-in. pump heater 
power, for constant values of 8-in. punip heater pwers, 
were plotted (see Figure 14). An increase in power in the 
8-in. punip resulted in an increase In the ultimate low 

pressure attained and also higher 20-in. pump owers were 

required to acquire this vacuum peak. It is of interest to 

note that the shapes of the curves on the low power side 
of the vacuum peak also changed. 

The pumpin.. speed was measured by varying the rate 
of leak Vatm and observing the resulting change In pressure 
n?, and using the equation Sp Yam atm, The ìietered 

sP 
leak consisted of a needle valve for reu1ating the u1o, 
s. flowmeter for measuring th: flow, and cold traps for 
trapping condensable vapors (mostly mercury and water 

vapors). The arrangement of the components is shown in 

btigure 2. To start the flowmeter the needle valve was 
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opened allowing air t3 f].w through the c. i11ary tube. 

Then the outlet end f the meter ws raised causing the 

ca)111ry to be closed by a pellet of mercury. The 

pressure difference re8..tlting from the open needle valve 

CaueeB tk pellet to move along the capillary until it 
ieaches the vertical tube where lt f].ls irit the mercury 

suply. The momentum given t the merccry in the eupuly 

tube by the falling pellet forces another pellet int3 the 

capillary, resulting in a cDntinuously operating flowmeter. 

.fter the flowmeter was et iuta operation the size o the 

pellet was adjusted t 1.5 cm by means f the cork plunger. 

The rate of leas was determined by measuring the time 

required fr the pellet t pass through the calibrated 

section of the capillary. 
Hlding the 8-in. pump heater power fixed the 20-in. 

pump heater power was varied in steps f 200 watt8. Prom 

20 to 30 minutes were required fr the 20-in. pump to come 

t a thermal equilibrium for each power chunge. .Efter 

equilibrium was reached, chnges in pressure were beerved 

f r changes in leaic rate. The pumping speed was measured 

at 4 or 5 different pressures, in this range, for each 

power application to the pumps. It was found that the 

pumping speed was cDnstarJt in the range from S x io6 mm to 

5 X io mm oí mercury for a particular value of the input 

power. Six fixed values covering the range of available 

power, for the 8-in. urip were used. Figure 15 shows the 
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resultiìig cJrve8. The rûtximum putnping 2peed cccurred t 

5,600 tttE, 20-in. pump heater pDwer, for each value of 

8-in. pump heater pover. For a corixplete analysie of the 

puiuiping soeed, the 8-in. pump heater power si.u1d have 

been inereaed until the pumping speed reached a maximum 

and started to decrease as more power wa applied. Be- 

Cause trie vacuum systew. h3d t be reassembled for testing 

of the Decillat3r before this worc vías cordplete, this 
j)art of the data was not taken. As the 8-in. pump per 
WB increased the pumping speed curve becaNe ny' re sharply 

peaked d hence more r1tica1 of the 20-in. pump p,wer. 

When the pumping speed curve becomes sharply peaked the 

range of pressures over whIch the pumping speed remains 

constant usually decreases. There was no evidence that 

this wes occurring for the range of pcwer used. 

The ratio of the pumping speed to the theoretical 

s:eed (H coefficient) is shown below: 

Power 8-in, pump 20-in, pump Io coefficient 
1340 5600 .190 
1497 5600 .189 
1665 5600 .187 
1840 5600 .183 
1992 5600 .181 
2050 5600 .177 

(Theoretical value 15,133 liters/second) 
As previously stated, Ho coefficient of the better 

big pumps go as high as 0.4. These values are given for 

pumps without collector baffles. A collector baffle 



repre8ents a izab1e reBietne in the throat of a pump 

and therefcr they reduce the speed cor]8iderably. The 

imunt reduction deperid ori the shape and the crs- 
sectiom1 area f the baffle. Even though coi1ectr 
baffles reduce the pumping speed, they are necessary t3 

reduce the backetreaming f i1 vapor. In 1ane about 

one diameter frzm the mouth f the pumn:, a backstreaming 

rate 3f 4 to 20 ¡nl of oli per day, ftr pumpe with inlet 
diameters larger than 16 inches, have been indicated 

(8, p. 30). The above values of the Ho coefficient were 

taken with a 4-plate collector in the intake of the 20-in. 

pump. No measurements were made without collector fflee. 
Fore pressure tolerance was not considered in this 

paper, for only an assurance that the pumping speed of 

the fore pump was adequate was of interest. Figures 16 

and 17 show fore pressure plotted against the leak rate 

and low ressure plotted against the leak rate respec- 

tively. Prom these curves lt can be seen that the fore 

pressure drops only several microns in the pressure rane 
for operation of the cyclotron. The pumping speed of the 

fore pumps could be increased by replacing the l-1/2 in. 

throttling valve with a larger valve, but this data indi- 

cates that this is not necessary. 
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CON 0LU31 ON 

In the heat of the umrier th temerture f tne 'ater 

in the heat excbaner sy8tenl r18e2 a high a 30° C. í.n 

attert 'was ide t ue the heat excitaner t supply the 

water t: the co 1ing ystei f the diffuci on pump. "Iith 

tb; heater power available, the d1ffuion pump would nt 
pump hen the 1ntaLe temperature f tie coo11r wtter a 

300 C. ,r higher. The action f the pump under thi8 condi- 

tion indicated that more r)2wer wts necessary iDr )r)er 
operation at this temperature. 

1though the pumin; 8peed data 12 not cDrlplete, it 
is 2ilown that highest pumping :eed$ re obtai!J&d when 

the 20-inch pump heater power la 5,600 watte see Figure 

ia). The series of curvee plotting puxnpin eçeed aainet 
20-inch pump power for con3tant v1ues of 8-inch cuino 

p'wcrs ehow2 that greater pumping speeds cu1d be exected 

1'or 8-inch )U1flj) poweru reater than 2,050 wtte. How much 

the power to thie pump could be increaed end ti11 reu1t 
In an increa2e in pumping speed wns not determined becauee 

the power wae not available tr ecu.re this data. 
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